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About This Game
The aim of the game is to get one resource, as all clickers, and in this case the resource is obviusly, money.
You have some different types of business, you click on them, and will five you money when they are done.
You can improve that types of business to be faster and to generate more money, and you can also make them authomatic by
hiring people to manage them.
This is not a clicker where you can only click and click, in this game you need to follow a strategy, there are differents, so it's
your choice.
What to expect:
-Easy gameplay
-Relaxing clicker game
-A lot of options
-Very long gameplay.
-If you close the game, it will be auto saved.
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Highly Recommended to play with Friends.
Just to see the tanks flying around reminds me of good old Mariocart Versus mode as a kid
perferct for relaxed parties with a small group of friends. Picked this game up yesterday and its been all I can think about
since... Minimalistic feel and price. Would love to see more variety of characters, eniemes, & weapons in time but for now I'm
still lovin the game. My only complaint is that the graphics make me a little dizzy if I go too fast lol. Maybe have more screen
size options something in-between fullscreen and little tiny windowed box. Other than that solid rouge-like that doesn't feel like
any other game I've played :)
. I don't know how to play this game... Its obvious the creators really cared about this product. Quality is top notch, graphics and
sound are great. Really awesome experience with a cool storyline. Its short, but its worth the 6.00 dollars i paid for it. I will
definitly share it with my kiddos.. i wish that the game servers for mach of war is going back up cuz its a great stratagy game
and it was all free. i think it should get back up for players, maybe by the same company or another company just make the
servers go online agian. The Space Pilgrim Academy series (Years 1 -3 and Reunion) serves as a welcome continuation of the
Space Pilgrim saga. Under the tutelage of the original titular protagonist, you play as and meet new characters as the
consequences of her past actions begin to surface and disrupt the current state of galactic affairs.
This series appears to be a tad more ambitious than its predecessor, and leaves a few threads hanging as a precursor to a
potential third sequel. While I look forward to experiencing more of the Space Pilgrim universe, the lack of self-contained
conclusion does not sit well with me.. This game is a living, breathing ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥.
To reccomend this game to anyone other than my enemies or fellow masochists would be a disservice but everyone should
experience the exuisite suffering that this offering provides.
The worst thing that ever happened to me. -10/10. I love it.. Doesnt show up in locker. literally a scam.. I quite liked the look of
this game, but I found it quite boring after a while and the controls were quite hard. I think that this should be a free game, not
99 cents.
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I don't mind outdated graphics, but not being able to set the right resolution and have everything stretched and distorted is a
problem. When you can't remap half of the keys on top of that, you know you have something special. Judging by the five
minutes or so that I got to play, the dialogues are rather lackluster as well. All in all, a rather lazy money grab with zero work to
patch or improve the game in any way before it was re-released on Steam.. Very short game, no achievements. Developer has
clearly not been working too hard on this game. There are obvious faults, like when you see big differences and they are not
counted as such. The first few photos was better than the last. Maybe the developer didn't like his\/her project after a while and
wanted to finish up too early?
+ Cheap
+ Lets you save the photos if you want them on your harddrive for any reason
- Too short \/ few photos
- Major mistakes made by the developer \/ photoshopper
- No achievements
- Too easy
3\/10 from me. I wouldn't recommend it, but if you do it'll cost you less than a hot dog.. This game was originally released in
2003 as a single level demo. Ever since about that time I have wondered what happened to it until I found the steam page for it.
Good to know it was released with another 4 levels. It's nice to have it published in English and on your steam account so you
can download it whenever.

Publisher is great too because they fixed the thing I complained about in like 1 day!. Well, it would be awesome to be able to
play on the correct monitor, but since the game INSISTS on starting on monitor TWO, which is in portrait mode, and only
giving me portrait mode resolutions when I drag it to the correct monitor, I have no choice but to say "Well this game must be
stupid, if the coding is this bad", and not play it. Refund, incoming.. Nepenthe is an unique RPG with lots of personality and
charm. The characters are all interesting with creative designs that fully embrace the hand-drawn aesthetic. The dialogue is
always is humorous and the battle system is a joy to play. This is a game for fans of other alternative-RPG gems like Undertale,
Space Funeral and Off.. Amazing, LOVE IT, BEST IN VR. Fun little game with some depth and customization if you like
games like Asteroids.
It has an FTL feel with the campaign but does not present the player with enough weapons and upgrades before the end to make
it feel like you have improved your ship. However, there is ship customization that you can start the game in your fully
customized ship as you please but that removes any meaningful progression during that run.
Great game to get on sale. Excellent game. I managed to finish all three parts eventually, but this part was a bit harder at some
places.
I hope more games like this will be produced by the game developers.
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